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Obstacles	to	Human	Space	ExploraAon	
•  RadiaAon	
•  Musculoskeletal	loss	
•  Psychosocial	impairment	
•  Sleep	loss	
hIp://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/ﬁles/styles/1x1_cardfeed/public/images/139573main_image_feature_470_ys_full.jpg	
“Although	neither	man	was	really	Ared	aXer	the	ﬁrst	half	of	the	
picture-snapping,	Conrad	considered	closing	the	hatch	and	resAng	
unAl	the	next	night	pass.	He	asked	the	Hawaii	CapCom	if	there	was	
enough	oxygen.	The	answer	was	yes.	But	the	skies	were	clear	over	
the	United	States,	and	they	might	want	to	take	more	pictures	
there.	In	that	case,	said	Conrad,	the	hatch	would	stay	open.	Soon	
the	crew	marveled	at	the	view	of	their	home	area-Houston.	They	
passed	quietly	across	Florida	and	out	over	the	AtlanAc	with	
nothing	to	do.	Suddenly,	Gordon	broke	the	silence	to	announce		
that	they	had	just	taken	a	catnap.	
‘There	we	were.	.	.	,	he	was	asleep	
hanging	out	the	hatch	on	his	tether	
and	I	was	asleep	si`ng	inside	the	
spacecraX,’	Conrad	reported.	
‘That's	a	ﬁrst,’	John	Young	
answered,	‘ﬁrst	Ame	sleeping	in	a	
vacuum.’”	
hIp://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/ﬁles/styles/1x1_cardfeed/public/images/139573main_image_feature_470_ys_full.jpg	
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Houston	we	have	a	problem!	
Why	Can’t	Astronauts	Sleep?	
•  Circadian	rhythm/scheduling	
factors?	
•  High	workload	leading	to	
acute	or	chronic	sleep	loss?	
•  Environmental	DisrupAon?	
•  Excitement?	
•  Microgravity?	
www.nasa.gov	
Causes	of	Sleep	Disturbance	
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High	Workload	is	Associated	with	
Sleep	Disturbance	
Akerstedt	et	al.,	Sleep	Med.,	2012	
High	workload	can	
bleed	into	scheduled	
sleep	Ame	during	
spaceﬂight	
Dijk	et	al.,	AJP	RICP.,	2001	
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Eﬀect	of	Predicted	Circadian		
Alignment	on	Sleep	Outcomes	
BWH  HMS 
		 Aligned	 Misaligned	 		 		
		 Mean	(SD)	 Mean	(SD)	 p-value	
AcAgraphy	Sleep	DuraAon	(h)	 6.4	(1.2)	 5.5	(1.4)	 <0.01	
Latency	(m)	 10.4	(15.1)	 13.0	(24.9)	 0.29	
Number	of	Awakenings	 1.7	(1.9)	 1.8	(1.8)	 0.36	
Sleep	Eﬃciency	 89%	(7%)	 90%	(7%)	 0.18	
Sleep	Quality	 66.8	(17.7)	 60.2	(21.0)	 <0.01	
Alertness	 57.9	(21.7)	 53.5	(21.4)	 0.14	
Flynn-Evans	et	al.,	Nature	Microgravity	2016	
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Where	do	we	go	from	here?	
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Thank You! 
Contact: Erin Flynn-Evans 
erin.e.flynn-evans@nasa.gov 
